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Abstract

Background and Purpose:Dynamic contrast-enhancedMRI (DCE-MRI) can be employed

to assess the blood–brain barrier (BBB) integrity. Detection of BBB leakage at lower field

strengths (≤3T) is cumbersome as the signal is noisy, while leakage can be subtle. Utilizing

the increased signal-to-noise ratio at higher field strengths, we explored the application

of 7TDCE-MRI for assessing BBB leakage.

Methods: A dual-time resolution DCE-MRI method was implemented at 7T and a slow

injection rate (0.3 ml/s) and low dose (3 mmol) served to obtain signal changes linearly

related to the gadolinium concentration, that is, minimized for T2
* degradation effects.

With the Patlak graphical approach, the leakage rate (Ki) and blood plasma volume frac-

tion (vp) were calculated. The method was evaluated in 10 controls, an ischemic stroke

patient, and a patient with a transient ischemic attack.

Results: Ki and vp were significantly higher in gray matter compared to white matter of

all participants. These Ki values were higher in both patients compared to the control
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subjects. Finally, for the lesion identified in the ischemic stroke patient, higher leakage

values were observed compared to normal-appearing tissue.

Conclusion:We demonstrate how a dual-time resolution DCE-MRI protocol at 7T, with

administration of half the clinically used contrast agent dose, can be used for assessing

subtle BBB leakage. Although the feasibility of DCE-MRI for assessing the BBB integrity

at 3T is well known, we showed that a continuous sampling DCE-MRImethod tailored for

7T is also capable of assessing leakage with a high sensitivity over a range of Ki values.
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INTRODUCTION

Dynamic contrast-enhancedMRI (DCE-MRI) is a commonly used tech-

nique to determine the functional integrity of the blood–brain bar-

rier (BBB).1 Since the first application, it has proven valuable in differ-

ent brain pathologies with disruption of the BBB, such as high-grade

tumors,2 multiple sclerosis (MS),3 and acute ischemic stroke.4 While

these pathologies show a relatively large BBB leakage in lesions, more

recently the application of DCE-MRI in pathologies with more subtle

BBB leakage, such as cerebral small vessel disease5 and Alzheimer’s

disease,6 has been demonstrated.

Leakage of contrast agents (CAs) into the brain can be very subtle

and the level of signal enhancement due to leakage is gradual, small,

and noisy. The use of ultra-high field strengths (> 3T) compared to

the clinical standard (3T) can have several advantages for DCE-MRI.

First, thenative tissue relaxation rate, R1, decreaseswith field strength,

and its relative value changes, therefore, more easily to CA uptake.

Additionally, the largermagnetizationprovides a higher signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), which can be used to obtain a higher spatial resolution

and/or higher temporal resolution.7 The relationship between SNR,

spatial and temporal resolution is a trade-off and therefore it is not

always possible to optimize all characteristics as longer acquisition

(repetition) times might be required to keep the specific absorption

rate within limits.7,8 Furthermore, increased (B0 and B1) field inhomo-

geneities, lower relaxivity of the CA, and magnetic susceptibility arti-

facts of the bolus may counteract these beneficial properties of 7T

MRI.7,9 Therefore, it needs to be investigated whether DCE-MRI at 7T

enables sufficient sensitive detection of subtle leakage.

During aDCE-MRI examination, a paramagnetic CA is intravenously

administered and the resulting changes in signal intensity are fol-

lowed over time. To increase the sensitivity for the detection of low

CA concentrations, T1-weighted images are continuously acquired

before, during, and over a longer period of time (>15 min) after CA

administration.3,10 A compromised BBB allows the CA to leak into the

brain tissue, leading to an increased signal intensity on T1-weighted

images. By relating the temporal changes in CA concentration in the

brain parenchyma to the blood concentrations using pharmacokinetic

modeling,measuresof theBBB leakageare calculated.11,12 Althoughat

lowermagnetic fields, DCE-MRI has been proven to be capable of visu-

alizing and quantifying BBB leakage, to our knowledge, the potential of

a continuous samplingDCE-MRImethod at 7T combinedwith pharma-

cokinetic modeling to quantify subtle BBB leakage has not been inves-

tigated.

The aim of this study was to develop a continuous sampling, dual-

time resolution 7T DCE-MRI protocol for measuring subtle BBB leak-

age. Here, we describe the developed DCE-MRI protocol with image

acquisition parameters, contrast injection settings, theoretical signal

calculations, and pharmacokinetic modeling. The protocol was evalu-

ated in 10 healthy control subjects and two patients with cerebrovas-

cular disease to capture a large leakage range.

METHODS

MRI

Images were acquired with a 7T MRI System (Magnetom, Siemens

Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) equippedwith a 32-channel phased-

array head coil (Nova Medical coil, Wilmington, MA, USA). Dielectric

pads were placed in the proximity of the temporal lobe to improve B1

field homogeneity across the brain.13 Moreover, to track potential sig-

nal drift, 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes filled with 0.3 mM Gadobutrol, that

is, gadolinium phantom vials, were placed posteriorly to the neck. The

DCE-MRI protocol consisted of B1
+ mapping, a T1-weighted sequence

to image the anatomy, and the DCE-scan, see Figure 1.

A fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (repetition

time [TR]/echo time [TE]/inversion time [TI]: 8000/303/2330 ms; field

of view [FOV]: 192×192×176 mm3; voxel size: 1×1×1 mm3, acqui-

sition time: 6:59 min:s) was applied to facilitate optimal segmenta-

tion of white and gray matter. To accurately identify stroke lesions,

a T2-weighted sequence (TR/TE: 4000/283 ms; FOV: 192×192×176

mm3; voxel size: 0.75×0.75×0.75 mm3, acquisition time: 6:22 min:s)

was acquired.

Before the T1-weighted DCE-MRI sequence was applied, a

Saturation-prepared with 2 Rapid Gradient Echoes (Sa2RAGE)

sequence (TR/TE: 2400/0.78 ms, TI1/TI2: 58/1800 ms, flip angle

[α]1/α2: 4o/10o, voxel size: 2×2×2 mm3 and generalized autocalibrat-

ing partially parallel acquisitions [GRAPPA] factor: 2) was performed
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F IGURE 1 Timeline of the imaging protocol with example images and acquisition time. The administration of the contrast agent is denoted
with the vertical arrow. The number of dynamic phases is stated under theMR images.
Abbreviations: DCE-MRI, dynamic contrast-enhancedMRI; Echoes;MP2RAGE,Magnetization-Prepared 2 Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo; min,
minutes; Sa2RAGE, Saturation-prepared with 2 Rapid Gradient

for B1
+ mapping across the brain to correct for the low signal, par-

ticularly in the temporal lobe. Also, T1 mapping of the native brain

tissue was performed to enable conversion of the contrast-enhanced

signal intensity time-series to CA concentrations. For this, a 3D T1-

weigthed Magnetization-Prepared 2 Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo

(MP2RAGE) sequence was applied to obtain whole-brain quantitative

T1 images (TR/TE: 5000/2750 ms, TI1/TI2: 900/2750 ms; α1/α2:
5o/3o; voxel size: 0.7×0.7×0.7 mm3; GRAPPA: 3 and acquisition time:

8min).14

For BBB leakage detection, the DCE-MRI protocol utilized two

nestedpulse sequences toprovideadual-time resolution3,6: a fast (dur-

ing contrast) continuous dynamic scan (dynamic scan interval of 1.86 s)

to measure the rapid signal changes of the early blood circulations of

the CA, and a slow dynamic scan (dynamic scan interval of 34 s, mea-

sured pre and postcontrast) to sample the baseline signal and the slow

extravasation of the CA into the tissue. Both pulse sequences com-

prised a T1-weighted spoiled 3D gradient echo (volumetric interpo-

latedbrain examination) sequence.While thepre andpostcontrast part

was acquired with full brain coverage, the during contrast sequence

was acquired for a smaller slab area of the brain that was sagittally

positioned through the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) (Figure 2). This

narrower coverage was required to achieve a shorter dynamic scan

interval. The acquisition parameters of this sequence are specified in

Table 1.

After the first three volumes were acquired with the fast (during

contrast) DCE-MRI sequence, the CA (1.0 M gadobutrol, 3 ml) was

injected into the antecubital vein with a power injector, at a low flow

rate of 0.3 ml/s, followed by a 20ml saline flush. Due to this slow injec-

tion rate, the bolus peak appeared approximately at the 30th dynamic

of the fast (during contrast) part of theDCE-MRI sequence and T2* sig-

nal degrading effects wereminimized.

DCE-MRI protocol setup

The efficacy of CAs is not just controlled by their pharmacokinetic

properties, such as distribution and concentration, but also by the

intrinsicmagnetic propertiesof theCA, that is, relaxivity.9 The relation-

ship between signal intensity (SI) enhancement and CA concentration

in blood, white (WM), and gray matter (GM) was calculated using the

signal equation for a fast-spoiled gradient echo sequence:

SI = k
sin𝛼

(
1 − e−TR∕T1

)

(
1 − cos𝛼 ⋅ e−TR∕T1

)e−TE∕T2∗ (1)

where k is a scaling factor depending on proton density and machine

factors, α is the flip angle, TR is the repetition time, and TE is the echo

time. Finally, T1 and T2* are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation

times, respectively, with:

1
Ti

=
1
Ti,0

+ [CA] ⋅ ri (2)

In this equation, Ti ,0 is either T1,0 or T*2,0, the native (precontrast)

tissue relaxation times, [CA] is the contrast agent concentration, and ri
is the relaxivity constant of the CA. For the computer calculations, the

parameters were set at: α = 6.5o, TR = 3.7 ms, TE = 1.3 ms, T1,0,blood =

2300ms,15 T2,0*,blood =33ms,15 T1,WM =1300ms,16,17 T1,0,GM =2000

ms,16,17 r1 = 4.2mM−1s−1,15 and r2 = 6.5mM−1s−1.9

The relationship between signal intensity and concentration is non-

linear in general. Only for very low concentrations, which holds for the

brain parenchyma,18,19 the relation can be approximated by the linear

relation:

SI − S0
S0

= r1 ⋅ T10 ⋅ [CA] (3)
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F IGURE 2 Representative example of
acquired skull-stripped T1-maps (A1, A2, and A3),
images of the fast (during contrast) DCE-MRI part
at the highest contrast agent concentration (B1,
B2, and B3), and first dynamic phase of the slow
(postcontrast) DCE-MRI part after contrast agent
arrival (C1, C2, and C3).While full brain coverage
was obtained for the slow (pre and postcontrast)
DCE-MRI parts, a smaller brain area (yellow
border lines), plannedwith themiddle slice
through the superior sagittal sinus, was acquired
for the fast (during contrast) part to obtain shorter
dynamic scan intervals.

TABLE 1 DCE-MRI scan parameters

Precontrast Fast (during contrast) scan Postcontrast

TR/TE (ms) 3.7/1.3 3.7/1.3 3.7/1.3

α (o) 6.5 6.5 6.5

Voxel size (mm) 1.5× 1.5× 1.5 2.0× 2.0× 2.0 1.5× 1.5× 1.5

Field of view (mm) 192× 192× 144 192× 192× 32 192× 192× 144

Dynamic scan interval (s) 34 1.86 34

Number of dynamics 5 90 36

Acquisition time (min:s) 2:50 2:47 20:24

Abbreviations: α, flip angle; min, minute; mm, millimeter; ms, millisecond; TE, echo time; TR, repetition time.

where S0 is the native tissue signal intensity. The T2* effect was

neglected in WM and GM. When CA concentrations become higher,

as for instance, in the blood stream, the signal intensity is in the non-

linear range and might be influenced by T2*-related signal decay. In

this situation, CA concentrations cannot be estimated accurately. For

instance, in blood, a 1% difference between the signal enhancement

with andwithout the T2*-related signal decay (black lines in Figure 3A)

is obtained at a concentration of 0.45 mM. For GM, 1% difference

between the theoretical signal enhancement and the linear relation is

calculated at a 10 times lower concentration of 0.048 mM, while in

WM, this is at 0.032 mM. These computational estimations serve to

provide highest concentration levels forwhich the linear relation holds.
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F IGURE 3 (A) Illustration of the calculated relation between
signal enhancement and contrast agent (CA) concentration in blood
(black), graymatter (GM, blue), and white matter (WM, orange). The
T2* effect was negligible inWMandGM, but not in blood (black dotted
line). In the first part of the black dotted line, the T2* effect is
neglectable. (B)Magnification of the theoretical relation between
signal enhancement and contrast agent concentration in graymatter
(blue) andwhite matter (orange) and the approximated linear relation
(dotted line). Abbreviations: SI, signal intensity with the presence of
the contrast agent; S0, native tissue signal intensity

Contrast agent administration

For higher field strengths, the blood and tissue T1 relaxation time

increases, while the relaxivity, r1, decreases only slightly compared to

3T. Therefore, at 7T, a lower (e.g., half) dose of the CAwas used, that is,

0.05mmolGd/kg bodyweight. This administration of half dose has pre-

viouslybeen shown tobeeffective in improving thevascular input func-

tion (VIF) by reducingT2*-related signal decay effects inDCE-MRI.20,21

Preparatory scans in volunteerswith awhole dose showed that the sig-

nalwas also influenced by the T2*-related signal decay and that the half

dose wasmore suitable for this DCE-MRI protocol.

In addition, another setting influencing the signal enhancement is

the injection rate of the CA. A lower injection rate provides a longer

duration of the CA bolus at the expense of a lower maximum signal

and a broader vascular peak.22 With higher injection rates, T2*-related

signal decay effects would also occur as the bolus peak concentration

is proportional to the injection rate.22 Measurements in volunteers

showed that at an injection rate of 0.3 ml/s and the half dose, a maxi-

mum signal enhancement (S/S0 – 1) of approximately 2was found (Fig-

ure 3B). Based on our computations above, the T2* effect is negligible

for the corresponding signal changes.

Subjects

For the validation of the DCE-MRI method at 7T, subjects of two stud-

ies were included. Ten healthy subjects without comorbidities, from

a cohort investigating the cardiovascular and cerebral changes after

preeclampsia, were examined using theDCE-MRI protocol: all females;

median age: 39 years; range: 30–44 years.

Additionally, to obtain a wider range of leakage values, two patients

with cerebrovascular disease underwent the DCE-MRI protocol: a

male, 49 years, scanned 5 months after clinical ischemic stroke, with

a lesion in the right occipital and frontal lobes (precentral gyrus and

medial frontal gyrus); and another male, 70 years, scanned 3 months

after transient ischemic attack, without any visible lesion.

Both studies were approved by the ethics committee of Maastricht

University Medical Center (NL47252.068.14 and NL57690.068.16,

respectively) and written informed consent was obtained.

Image processing

For an accurate conversion of the T1-map signal intensity to concen-

tration, the effect of B1
+ variation on the signal was removed using the

B1
+ maps obtained by the Sa2RAGE sequence.14,23 The T1-weighted

images were further processed by performing bias field correction,

skull stripping, and gradient distortion correction23 and segmented

into theWM,GM, and cortex.24 The stroke lesionwas delineated using

the T2-weighted and FLAIR images.

To correct for head displacements betweendynamic acquisitions, all

acquired dynamic images were spatially registered to the same refer-

ence image, which was chosen as the average image of the precontrast

images from the slow part of the DCE-MRI sequence.

The signal drift was assessed in gadolinium phantom vials for all

healthy controls and showed a signal decrease of 0.4 ± 0.02% over

time. The blood signal time-course for the VIF was obtained from the

SSS.

BBB leakage analysis was performed as previously described.6

Voxel-wise pharmacokinetic modeling was applied using the graph-

ical Patlak approach, which provided the BBB leakage rate (slope

of the Patlak plot, Ki) and blood plasma volume fraction (intercept,

vp). The outcome measures were calculated per ROI as the mean Ki
and vp.

Statistics

Statistical analyses of the differences in Ki and vp between WM

and GM were assessed. In the control group, Ki and vp of the

GM and WM were tested for normality using a Shapiro–Wilk test.

Both Ki and vp values showed that all regions were normally dis-

tributed (p > 0.06 and p > 0.2, respectively). A paired-samples T-test

was performed to investigate differences in Ki and vp between the

GM and WM. Results were considered significant with a threshold

of p< 0.05.

Given the small number of participants, significant differences in Ki
and vp for each region between the individual patients and the healthy

subjects were inferred, in case the values were outside the 95% confi-

dence interval (CI) of the healthy subjects.
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F IGURE 4 Example curves of the contrast agent concentration in
blood (black, vascular input function), stroke lesion (yellow), and
normal-appearing graymatter (blue) andwhite matter (red) of an
ischemic stroke patient (male, 49 years). Below the time axis, there are
bars depicted to indicate the time periods of the fast (during contrast)
part and slow (pre and postcontrast) part of the dynamic
contrast-enhancedMRI (DCE-MRI) scan. The concentration
time-course in the stroke lesion was only measured with the slow
(postcontrast) part of the DCE scan as the lesion was outside the
field-of-view of the fast DCE scan. Abbreviations: GM, graymatter;
VIF, vascular input function;WM, white matter

RESULTS

Examples of the concentration curves obtained in venous blood, the

stroke lesion, GM, and WM are shown in Figure 4. CA leakage in GM

and WM is small, which is represented by a less steep decline in the

postcontrast slow part of the time-course compared to blood, while in

the stroke lesion the concentration increases over time.

Examples of Patlak plots in the stroke lesion, GM, and WM and a

representative BBB leakage rate map are displayed in Figures 5 and 6,

respectively. In the ischemic stroke patient with the visible lesion, a

larger BBB leakage in GM compared to WM was observed and the

strongest leakagewas found in the lesion.

The results of the regional analysis of the DCE-MRI measures

are presented in Table 2. For all participants, significantly higher Ki
and vp values were obtained in GM compared to WM (p = 0.03

F IGURE 5 Patlak plots of the stroke lesion (yellow), graymatter
(blue), and normal-appearing white matter (red) of an ischemic stroke
patient (male, 49 years) are depicted in A andwe zoomed in on the
graymatter (blue) and normal-appearing white matter in B to further
visualize the difference between these tissues. Note that the
Ctissue(t)/Cblood(t) range substantially differs between the stroke lesion
and the normal-appearing graymatter andwhite matter tissue.
Abbreviations: Cblood(t), concentration in the blood; Ctissue(t),
concentration in the tissue at a certain time point t; GM, graymatter;
WM, white matter

and p < 0.001, respectively). In the ischemic stroke patient with

an MRI-visible lesion, the leakage rate and blood plasma leakage

fraction of the lesion were much higher compared to the nonle-

sional tissue regions. Furthermore, in both patients with cerebrovas-

cular disease, a higher Ki was found in the nonlesional tissue com-

pared to the control subjects, while no differences in vp values were

detected.

TABLE 2 Regional comparison of DCE-MRImeasures: Mean leakage rate values (Ki) and blood plasma volume faction (vp) in healthy controls
and patients with cerebrovascular disease

Ki (x10
−4 min−1) vp (x10−2)

Controls Patient 1 Patient 2 Controls Patient 1 Patient 2

WM 0.6 ± 0.4 (0.01−1.0) 1.2* 4.2* 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.4−0.6) 0.4 0.6

GM 0.9 ± 1.0 (0.2−2.1) 3.3* 7.4* 1.5 ± 0.2 (1.4−1.6) 1.5 1.4

Cortex 1.2 ± 1.1 (0.2−2.3) 3.6* 7.8* 1.5 ± 0.2 (1.3−1.5) 1.3 1.5

Lesion N/A 737 NV N/A 5.1 NV

All data in healthy controls are represented as mean ± standard deviation with the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the mean in parentheses. Patient 1 was

diagnosedwith a clinical ischemic strokewith a visible lesion and patient 2 was diagnosedwith a transient ischemic attack without a visible lesion.

*Patient-specific values located outside the 95%CI of those of controls.

Abbreviations: GM, graymatter; N/A, not applicable; NV, not visible onMRI;WM, whitematter.
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F IGURE 6 T1-weighted image, the corresponding slice of a DCE imagewith a color-coded overlay of the Ki-map and vp-map of the ischemic
stroke patient (male, 49 years, A1–A3). The T2-weighted slice with the stroke lesion and the corresponding slice of a DCE imagewith a color-coded
overlay of the Ki-map and vp-mapwith a different color-coding range to improve visibility of the leakage in the stroke lesion (B1–B3) and a
magnified area of the stroke lesion with the same color-coding range (C1–C3).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we set out to introduce a continuous sampling, dual-time

resolution DCE-MRI protocol at 7T to determine subtle leakage of the

BBB in healthy subjects and twopatientswith cerebrovascular disease.

T2* signal degrading effect of the temporarily high concentration in the

blood vessels was minimized by using a small dose and slow injection

rate of the CA. The applicability of the method was also investigated

in two patients with cerebrovascular disease to assess a large range of

leakage measures. Higher leakage rates were found in GM compared

toWM in all participants. For the ischemic stroke patient, a higher leak-

age rate was obtained in the stroke lesion compared to other cerebral

tissues. Moreover, the normal-appearing tissue, distant to the stroke

lesion, also had higher leakage values in the patients with cerebrovas-

cular disease compared to healthy subjects.

We showed that the measurements were sensitive enough to

observe significant differences in Ki values betweenWMand GM in all

participants in agreement with biological expectations. In histological
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and in vivo imaging studies, it has been shown that the vascular volume

in GM is higher compared toWM.25,26 This is in concordance with our

results, which provided higher vp values in GM than WM. The higher

blood vessel surface area of GM results in higherKi values and explains

the higher leakage rates compared toWM.25,26

Although we should be cautious with comparing the Ki values in

WM, GM, and the cortex of the two patients with cerebrovascular

disease with those of the control subjects, they were higher in the

patients and outside the 95% CI of the controls. This higher BBB leak-

age rate could be explained by either the differences in age27 and/or

impaired condition of the microvasculature, which should be investi-

gated inmore detail in future studies. Furthermore, we observedmuch

higherKi values in the stroke lesion compared to the normal-appearing

tissue. These results are in line with other studies, which also per-

formed DCE-MRI and pharmacokinetic modeling at 1.5T and 3T.11,28

The Ki and vp values obtained in the stroke lesion were larger com-

pared to other studies at 3T.11,28 Comparison of leakage measures in

normal-appearing tissues, in healthy controls and in patientswith cere-

brovascular disorders, obtained in this study with other studies per-

formed at 3T, provided values in the same order using a comparable

scanmethods.6,11,19,28 AsDCE-MRI at 7T is expected to bemore sensi-

tive for subtle BBB leakage, the difference in leakage values between a

stroke lesion and normal-appearing tissues is also expected to bemore

accurate.However, results should not (yet) be considered as fully quan-

titative measures, as they vary between research labs, studies, scan

protocols, and analysis methods.29,30

Moving from 3T to 7T could possibly detect more subtle BBB leak-

age. While results could not be compared directly, computer simula-

tions already showed that due to differences in field strength char-

acteristics, such as relaxation times and CA relaxivity, the maximal

signal enhancement increases from 2.6 at 3T to 3.5 at 7T. More-

over, another benefit of 7T MRI is that it allows the acquisition of

images with higher spatial and temporal resolution. The current con-

tinuously sampling dual-time resolution DCE-MRI protocol at 7T had

higher spatial and temporal resolutions of the scans during the CA

administration and slightly lower spatial and temporal resolutions for

the pre/postcontrast scans compared with 3T5,27,31 (e.g., voxel size:

1.5×1.5×1.5mm3; dynamic scan interval: 34 s for the pre and postcon-

trast scans, and voxel size: 2×2×2 mm3; dynamic scan interval: 1.86 s

for the scans during contrast administration at 7T vs voxel size: 1×1×2

mm3; dynamic scan interval: 30.5 s for the pre and postcontrast scans,

and voxel size: 2×2×5 mm3; dynamic scan interval: 3.2 s for the scans

during contrast administration). Thus, although results between3Tand

7Twere not directly obtained in the same subjects, improved possibili-

ties of 7TDCE-MRI can be pointed out.

DCE-MRI formeasuringBBB integrity has been increasingly applied

in recent years using 1.5T and 3T MRI systems for research on cere-

brovascular, neurodegenerative, and other disorders.6,11,32,33 How-

ever, to date, only three studies usingDCE-MRI at 7T for assessingBBB

integrity have been published. In the first study, the contrast enhance-

ment of active MS lesions revealed BBB opening with a T1-weighted

DCE-MRI sequence acquired at multiple, variable time-points up to 30

min after CA administration.34 In another study, using FLAIR images

of patients with spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage, the extent of

CA leakage distant from the hematoma was shown.35 However, both

studies did not correct for the vascular supply of theCA. A quantitative

pharmacokinetic analysis of DCE-MRI requires a, preferably subject-

specific, VIF, which is ideally obtained from a cerebral artery. However,

when assessing the CA concentration in arteries, such as the basilar

artery, partial volume effects hinder to obtain a suitable arterial input

function. Therefore, we obtained the VIF from the SSS, which was pre-

viously found favorable due to a higher consistency.36 The latter study

using7TDCE-MRI showed comparableKi and vp values ofWMandGM

with our current study.37 Note that the study by van den Kerkhof et al.

performed a sparsely time-sampled DCE-MRI protocol in healthy sub-

jects. To our knowledge, the current study is the first study with a con-

tinuous sampling, dual-time resolution DCE-MRI protocol at 7T com-

binedwith pharmacokinetic modeling to assess subtle BBB leakage.

Although several challenges occur when moving to higher field

strengths, the current study has demonstrated that most of them

can be overcome with the introduced DCE-MRI protocol and analysis

pipeline. One of themain advantages of DCE-MRI at a highermagnetic

field strength is that it provides a higher SNR. This is also why a lower

CA dose (0.05 mmol Gd/kg body weight) was administered than nor-

mally clinically used (0.1mmol Gd/kg bodyweight). Moreover, the clin-

ically injected CA dose was not suitable, because with that dose, the

signal intensity changeswere clearly affectedwithT2* signal decay, and

theCAconcentration couldnot beestimatedaccurately. This reduction

in CAdose at 7T reduces the potential CA-associated health risks, such

as nephrogenic systemic fibrosis38 and long-term tissue accumulation

after repeated gadolinium injections.39

DCE-MRI studies at 3T often use an injection rate of 3.0 ml/s to

obtain a sharp CA bolus.19,33,40 In the preparatory phase of this study

at 7T, we found that an injection rate of 3.0 ml/s in combination with

our DCE-sequence resulted in signal enhancement with a substantial

T2* signal decay. This T2* induced signal degradation gives rise to an

underestimation of CA concentration, hampering the accurate deter-

mination of BBBpermeabilitymeasures. At a lower injection rate of 0.3

ml/s, this T2* signal decay could be neglected and was, therefore, used.

However, from a physiological perspective, it is in theory beneficial to

create a strong concentration gradient between the blood space and

brain parenchyma to stimulate the leakage of the CA. In future studies,

the optimal CA injection rate at 7T needs to be investigated in more

detail.

Another potential complication of 7T compared to lower field

strengths is the intrinsically stronger inhomogeneity of the B0 and

B1 field. Due to these inhomogeneities, the SNR varies across brain

regions andmay affect the local detection limit of leakingCA.However,

these inhomogeneities do not vary over time and the leakage measure

is calculated from temporal changes of the signal in the same voxels. It

remains to be shown how strong the biological spatial variation in leak-

age is in comparison to the spatial variation in detection limit.

While the changes in signal intensity in normal-appearing tissues

are up to 20%, we found a negligible signal drift over time in gadolin-

ium phantom vials (e.g.,−0.4%). Unfortunately, the signal drift is rarely

reported in DCE-MRI. Cramer et al. reported a 1–3% drift at 3T over
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15 min,41 which is slightly higher compared to our signal drift, while

Varatharaj et al. reported a drift similar to ours.33 Therefore, no cor-

rection for drift was applied for assessing BBB permeability measures.

The current study has some potential limitations. First, this was a

studywith a small sample size. Also, control subjects and patients were

notwellmatched regarding ageand sex.However, despite the lownum-

ber of participants, this technique showed tobe suitable to study subtle

as well as clinically relevant differences in BBB permeability.

Additionally, a long (27-min) acquisition time of the continuous sam-

pling DCE-MRI sequence at 7T is used to assess the integrity of the

BBB. This acquisition time might be too long to be applied in a clini-

cal setting. Previously, with data acquired at 3T, more accurate leak-

age results could be obtainedwith such long acquisition times,19,41 and

most current DCE-MRI studies at 3T have acquisition times between

20 and 30 min,6,11,18,31 similar to our continuous sampling DCE-MRI

sequence at 7T. Also, in another 7T MRI study, it was shown that

a sparsely time-sampled DCE-MRI protocol with a time interval of

approximately 20min could detect subtle BBB leakage.37 In the future,

the sensitivity for detecting subtle BBB leakage at shorter acquisition

times should also be investigatedwith our continuously samplingDCE-

MRI protocol to see whether the acquisition time can be shortened.

The settings for the scanning parameters and contrast administra-

tion were based on theoretical calculations. Further empirical opti-

mization of these settings might improve the sensitivity for BBB

permeability measurements. However, optimization of the protocol

requires multiple CA injections in the same volunteer, which is diffi-

cult to implement because of ethical constraints due to potential CA-

associated health risks, which also complicates face-to-face compari-

son of 3T and 7T.

To conclude, we demonstrated that assessment of BBB integrity at

7T with a continuous sampling DCE-MRI sequence is feasible. A low

dose and slow injection rate are advised for the CA bolus to avoid T2*

signal artifacts that may comprise the signal to concentration conver-

sion. The described protocol combined with pharmacokinetic model-

ing was shown to detect subtle differences in leakage between WM

and GM, as well as cerebrovascular compromised tissue. In the future,

DCE-MRI at 7T has potential to provide valuable information and bet-

ter pathological understanding of disorders. In particular, in MS, it

could specifically be valuable for stratification of lesion tissue types

(WMvs.GM-lesions), or tissues classes (e.g., cortex vs. deepGMvs. tha-

lamus).
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